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Fitting the Finn Mast Deck Slide.
Part Number

V-Tech_343

Sold in conjunction with V-Tech_303. Finn -- 20mm Mast Deck Collar Set

Installation


The internal leading (forward) edge of the deck slide is located 580mm back from the top of the
stem profile projected onto the deck (note – not the front of the gunnels at the bow) and on the
centreline of the boat (slide a ruler under the gunnel to meet the stem and project this
measurement onto the top of the deck to set the top of the stem projection point).
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Draw and cut a rectangular hole, to take the carbon insert, with the leading edge 575mm from the
stem profile position and adjust to suit to achieve the 580mm to the leading inside edge. Making
sure that the sides are parallel to and equal distance from the centreline (run a sting line from the
transom centreline to the projected stem point – this should line up the centreboard and rudder
pintles).



Note that the mast deck bearing mast have the leading edge (as defined by the extra two holes)
facing the bow. Holes are for a mast tie down line that runs from the bottom of the boat through
the two holes and around the mast gooseneck. This will ensure that the 5 degree rake of the mast
hole is facing the correct (angled backwards) direction.



The top of the mast deck bearing must be 560mm distance up from the mast heel plate in the
bottom of the boat.



The deck is curved so a slight rebate may be induced by grinding away the deck back from the
centreline to achieve the required 560mm.



Alternatively the sides may be build up to compensate.
immaterial which process is used.



If bolting it down it is better to grind a slight rebate back from the centreline to get a nice snug fit
along the outside edges. Be mindful not to overly twist the insert out of shape when bolting as the
slide may bind.



If bolting, glue backing pads onto the bottom of the deck.



Drill 5mm holes - 55mm from the centreline, through the deck in front and behind the
insert. Use 4mm bungy cord as spacer retainers.

If gluing and glassing the insert in is

A good starter measurement for mast position is 700mm from the projected stem point to the
side centreline of the mast.
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